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AIDS Quilt Unveiled
at McGaw
, Y
Meghan Howes 92 crouches in
in the NAMES Quilt.
CONSTANCE PARAS
Voice Staff Writer
The city and College of
Wooster witnessed a unique
event this weekend.
Thanks to the help of twenty- -
seven colleg --.fi- nd community
organizations, as well as indi
vidual donors, the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
was displayed in McGaw
Chapel from October 13-1- 5.
The opening ceremony for the
quilt display, held on Sunday
afternoon, began with reflec
tions and a litany by Lenni
Howell, the sister of Timothy
Patton, who was remembered in
a panel of the quilt.
As one of the panels was un
folded, representatives from
front of 15 names featured
Photo by News Services
Wooster High School, the
zations, read the names of men
and women remembered in the
quilt.
After observing a moment of
silence, those attending the cer-
emony were invited to come to
the stage and to walk among the
panels.
Residents of Wayne County,
alumni of the College, and
friends and relatives of Ohio-an- s
who have died of AIDS
joined students and faculty of
the College in coming to view
this portion of the quilt.
The NAMES quilt, most re-
cently displayed in its entirety
on the White House lawn in
1989, is now composed of over
14,000 individual memorial
SGA Funds Record
of
SGA RELEASE
The Fall Semester Student Gov-
ernment Funding process came
to a conclusion on Tuesday night
when the Student Senate allo-
cated a record amount of $8600
to a record number of 46 student
groups.
The Senate's approval of the
allocations was the final step in a
process that began three weeks
ago as the Funding Allocations
Committee began to collect ap-
plications from the various stu-
dent organizations.
Upon receipt of the application
the FAC interviewed the respective
groups and then made allocation rec-
ommendations to the Senate based
on the following criteria:
a. nature of activity
Students at College Fight World Hunger
HANNAHOWE
Staff Writer
Oxfam America is alive on the
Wooster campus, represented by the
Hunger and Homelessness program
house.
Oxfam is a national organization
devoted to world hunger issues. The
seven members of the hunger and
homelessness program live in Hider
Apartments and are in their third
year of association with Oxfam
America.
As affiliates of Oxfam America,
:he hunger and homelessness pro-
gram receives information and pro-
motional items from the organiza-
tion. Hunger and Homelessness
House is the connection between the
College ofWooster and the national
events planned by Oxfam America,
such as the upcoming national fast.
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Student Groups
b. number of people having the
opportunity to benefit from the
activity
c. amount of money available
for allocation
d. longevity of benefit to the
campus community
e. directness of benefit to the
campus community
f. interview clarity and preparation
g. application specificity and
clarity
h. other possible sources of
funding for the group
i. past record of successful ac-
tivities
In addition there were some re-
strictions on the use of funds.
SGA money could not be used
for the following:
a. capital improvements for The
set for November 21.
House members will be asking for
volunteers to register to fast for one
meal, one day or two days. Fasting
members of the community will be
supporting Oxfam America by col-
lection money from sponsors. Dana
DeWeese '93, a contact person for
the program house, recognizes the
awareness the fast may raise, but she
is concerned that money will not be
collected.
The fast is a major fundraiser for
Oxfam America and all money
earned will go straight to that orga-
nization.
The hunger and homelessness pro-
gram will be working with the Door
Openers at the Salvation Army tu-
toring program and soup kitchen.
Last year they volunteered at the
Meals Together soup kitchen, which
INDEX
Number
College of Wooster.
b. activities attempting to in-
fluence legislation or intervene
in any political campaign on be-
half of any individual seeking
public office..
c. to purchase alcoholic bever-
ages
d. I.S. projects
Student groups also had to send
a representative to the Diversity
Workshop as required by Cam-
pus Council.
The FAC first submitted their
recommendations to the SGA
Cabinet who reviewed them and
then made their own recommen-
dations. Finally on Tuesday the
Senate discussed and voted on
the FAC and Cabinet recommen-
dations. -
has involved personal interaction
with the homeless of Wooster.
Originally the program for the
house concentrated on hunger, but
has recently expanded to include the
homeless problem. The house mem-
bers decided on this change when
many of their projects began to cen-
ter around the homeless issue, such
as the play Hdme is Where, which
they helped to sponsor last year.
The Hunger and Homelessness
House hopes to make the upcoming
fast a highly- - publicized event to
alert the campus of their actions at
the college.They will soon be sitting
at sign-u- p tables up people to fast in
Lowry and Kittredge.
.
John Hammock, the executive di-
rector of Oxfam America, will be
speaking on November 14 about the
program and the fast
; ; , Parent's Weekend Schedule
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Parents' Weekend -- Schedule Of Events
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18
8 aoiL-1-0 p.m.: Library Ex-
hibit, "Understanding AIDS,"
Andrews Library
9 ajn.-1- 2 noon, 1-- 4 p.m.:
Andrew Borowiec, Photo-
graphs, Frick Art Museum
Upper Gallery
9 ajn.-L- 2 noon, 1-- 4 p.m
Carol Ann Carter, Mixed Met
dia Paintings, Frick Art Mu-
seum, Lower Gallery
2--9 p.m.: Parent Registra-
tion, Lowry Center Main Lobby
4:45-6:3- 0 p.m.: Dinner,
Lowry Center Dining Hall
5-- 7 p.m.: Opening Recep-
tion, Andrew Borowiec, Pho-
tographs and Carol Ann Carter, ,
Mixed Media Paintings, Frick'
Art Museum
5-- 7 p.m.: Happy Hour, The
College Underground
8 p.m.:Jewish Sabbath Sex- -.
vice, Knesseth Israel Temple
8 p.m.: Duquesne Univer-
sity Tamburitzans, McGaw
'Chapel
8 pjtl: A Fish CalledWanda,
The College Underground
8:15 pjn.: "The 1940s Ra-
dio Hour by Walton Jones,
Freedlander Theatre (tickets
The Garden House Restaurant
at Ye Olde Jail
warmly invites you to join us
for your parents weekend.
We offer find dining in a relaxed
' atmosphere. The Garden House l
features live entertainment.
With your student I.D. ;
receive a 15 discount. We look 1
. forward to seeing you.
Thank you.
The Garden House
155 W. North Street LUNCH Mon. - Sat 1 l-2- pm
Wooster. Ohio 4469 1
(216)263-113- 4
Banquet Room
required)
9-- 11 p.m.: Red Pin Special,
Scot Lanes
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
8--9 a.m: Breakfast, Lowry
Center Dining Hall
8 ftjn.--6 pjn.: Parent Regis-
tration, Lowry Center Main
.Lobby
9 sum.-1- 2 noon: Andrew
Borowiec, Photographs, Frick
Art Museum Upper Gallery
9 a.m.-1- 2 noon: Carol Ann
Carter, Mixed Media Paintings,
Frick Art Museum Lower Gal--
9 ajn.-1- 0 p.m.: Library Ex-
hibit, "Understanding AIDS,"
Andrews Library .1
9-- 11 ajn,: Coffee with Fac-
ulty and Administration, Betsy
Marshall, Pianist, Lowry Cen-
ter. Main, Lounge .
.
. : '7
10 a.m.: Jewish Sabbath Ser-
vice, Knesseth Israel Temple
10-- 11 a.m.: Departmental
Open Houses (details at regis-
tration desk) "
11 a.m.-1- 2 noon: Faculty
Presentations
"Yugoslavia in Collapse:
Whence and Whither," Dijana
Sunday 1 1 -- 230p.m.
DINNER Fri. - SaL 5-9- pm
Avaiable
Plestina, Scheide Music Cen- - Highland Dancers, Lawn of ing Hall
ter, Gault Recital Hall President's Home
-
10:45 a.m.: Service,
"We Are Alone: The Space . 4:45-6:3- 0 p.m.: Dinner, Westminster Presbyterian
Travel Argument Against the Lowry Center Dining Hall
.
Church, McGaw Chapel
Existence of Extraterrestrial 5--6 p.m.: Alumni Parent 11 ajn.-l-: 15 pjnj Brunch,
Technological Species," John Reception, Luce Hall, Formal Lowry CenterDining Hall
Lindner, Tzylor Halt, Room Lounge 11 ajn.-12:3-0 pjn.: Brunch,
' ' 5 p.m.: Newman Catholic Jewish Students Association,
"All -- the World's a Community, Eucharistic Lit-- Compton Main Lounge
Stagc.Including Wooster," urgy, Babcock Dining Room 12 noon-1- 2 midnight: Li-Raym-ond
G. McCalL Wishart 6 p.m.: Newman Catholic brary Exhibit, "Understanding
Hall, Lean Lecture Room Community, Covered Dish AIDS" Andrews Library
11:30 a.m. -- 1:15 p.m.:
Lunch, Lowry Center Dining
Hall
11:45 a.m.-l:1- 5 p.m.:
Tightly Wound String Band,
Lowry Center Main Lounge
1 p.m.: Women's Soccer Vs.
North Carolina Wesleyan, Car
K. Dale Memorial Field
1:30 p.m.: Football Vs.
GberUrt. Bapp Stadium :
2:30--4 p.m.: Babcock Inter- -
national House and Host Fanv?
ily Program Open House,
Babcock Hall - .
4-- 5 p.nu President's Recep--
tion for Parents and Students,"
LawncfPresident 'sHome.Beall
Avenue and University Street
- 4:30 pjn. (approximately):
Serenade, Scot Pipe Band and
Dinner, BabcockDining Room
7:30 and 10 p.m.: Driving
MissDaisy, Mateer Auditorium
8 p.m.: Michel Lauziere,
McGaw Chapel
8:15 p.m.: "The 1940s Ra--
dio Hour" by Walton Jones,
Freedlander Theatre (tickets
required)
9-- 11 pjn.: Half-Pric-e Night,
Scotlxmes ; ; 4
9-- 11 p.m.: Black Student
Affairs Parent 'Recepti6hV:
Lowry Center Ballroom
.
10 p.m.-1- 2 midnight: Harvi
Griffin, Spotlight Showcase,
Mom's Truck Stop
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20
8:30-9:3- 0 a.m.: Continental
Breakfast, Lowry Center Din--
"We've (the custodial staff in
Lowry) bounced around a lot over at
Lowry, You kind of get used to it,"
said Director of Custodial Services
DonStreiL
Before the problems arised the staff
used the mechanical room as its
lounge. The Director of the Physical
Plant and the fire inspector saw the
mechanical room as unfit, so the staff
had to move their lounge. They
bounced back and .forth, using the
arts and crafts room for a while.
This past summer we used the
Voice office as the custodial lounge,"
2-- 5 p.m.: Andrew Borowiec,
Photographs, Frick Art Mu- -
seum Upper Gallery
2-- 5 p.m.: Carol Ann Carter,
Mixed Media Paintings, Frick
Art Museum Lower Gallery
Lowry Custodial Staff Searches forNew Lounge Location
DINO DISANTO
Staff Writer
Every day throughout the year the
College of Wooster is being cleaned.
A team of custodial workers keeps
the floors shiny and the bathrooms
clean.
This year, however, some of the
custodial staff has had some prob-
lems with their lounge area, which is
located in Lowry Center. The prob-
lem seems to haveexisted fora while.
The staff has been forced to move
their lounge several times. They have
ho lounge of their own. .
TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS, the leader in collegiate travel needs motivated
individuals and groups to promote WinterSpring Break
trips. For more info, call Student Travel Services
1-800-64-
8-4849.
4 p.m.: Concert, Concor- -
dance Chamber Ensemble,
Scheide Music Center, Gault
Recital Hall
4:45-6:3- 0 p.m.: Dinner,
Lowry Center Dining Hall
5:30 p.m.:" Buster Keaton's
The General, Silent Film with
Accompanist Rick Sowash,
Scheide Music Center, Gault
Recital Hall
8:15 p.m.: "The 1940s Ra-
dio Hour" by Walton Jones,
Freedlander Theatre (tickets
required)
saidStreiL
Tom Grissman offered us to share
his place behind Scot Lanes. It was a
place where our staff could put their
personal belongings. The problem
with this spot is that it's very noisy
during firstand second shift," S trek said.
Lowry Center does not have enough
room for the custodial staff. With the
24-lx- xr service the staffprovides, some
members feel they should be awarded
a lounge of their own.
"We just want a place where the
staff can take a quiet break," said
StreiL
-
"We don't want to make an issue of
it, but the lounge we have now is far
from ideal," continued StreiL "With
respect to Mr. Rodda (Lowry Center
Director) be has very few options.
But he knows I'm far from satisfied "
October 18, 1991
CORRECTION
In last week's VOICE, 101 1
91, "Reading and Writing Cen-
ter Involves Students as Much
as Tutor, there were some mis-
taken identifications.
Nancy Grace is the Director
.4
of the Reading and Writing Cen-
ter not Associate Director as
stated in the article. Bonnie
Steven's name was incorrectly
printed as Nancy Stevens.
The Reading and Writing Cen-
ter does not provide specific in
THE WOOSTER VOICE
1NEWS
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Thanks to the help of twenty-seve- n college and community organizations as well as
individual donors, the names project aids memorial quilt was on display in mcgaw
Chapel from October 13-1- 5.
Sister Johnica D'Amico: Not All AIDS Victims
Lack Family and Church Support
DANADEWEESE
News Editor
Sister Johnica D'Amico. whose
younger brother was one of the AIDS
victims commemorated in the
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt, spoke Monday on the issue of
honKjphobiaaixl the Catholic Church.
The name of D'Amico's brother
John, who died of AIDS November
28, 1990, was included in the portion
.of the quill displayed at the College of
Wooster this week in McGaw ChapeL
D'Amico said that while many
people with AIDS suffer alone, her
brother's story is different.
In 1988. D'Amico, a Cleveland
resident and member of the Sisters of
Notre Dame, received a call from her
brother, who was living in California
and working in retail. In the call he
revealed his homosexuality and re-
cent diagnosis with AIDS. .
The elder D'Amico was respon-
sible for telling the family in Cleve
land about her brother's disease and
lifestyle. While she said the family
was initially angry and confused, they
soon calmed down aid welcomed their
ill family back to Cleveland, where he
lived the remaining months of his life.
"Where do we go from here?" is all
they wanted to know, D'Amico said.
D'Amico, who is affiliated with
the Holy Rosary Catholic Church in
Cleveland, said theclergy and Catho-
lic community at Holy Rosary were
empathetic, not apathetic.
"Our neighbor baked lemon me-
ringue pies for John,' D'Amico said.
The family may have received
much response because they were
straightforward about the illness.
"We didn't say he had the
flu...We took the risk and told
people what he had."
D'Amico said other support came
from the St. Michael's Convent,
where she resides. Some of the sis-
ters at Sl Michael's designed John
D'Amico's quilt piece for the
NAMES Project .
Trie quilt square is subdivided into
several smaller squares, with sepa-
rate sections for Mickey Mouse, the
Italian flag, music notes and other
symbols representative of John
D'Amico's personality.
The sisters at Sl Michael's were
also financially helpful, D'Amico
said.
In addition, D'Amico attributed
much of the support her family re-
ceived to the gay community ofCleve-
land.
"Some of our family's closest
friends are now gay. . .They painted
our house for us," she said.
D'Amico's story disproves the ste-
reotype that all Catholics and other
religious groups are opposed to ho-
mosexuality.
"Within theSistersofNotre Dame,
I had my own support group," she
said.
struction for students with diag-
nosed reading disabilities. This
service is prvided by the Learn-
ing Center located in the
Rubbermaid Student Services
Building.
The Voice regrets the errors.
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TOP TEN
REASON TO SHOP AT
SUE'S HALLMARK
10. Care package withdrawal.
9. Elvis was last seen here.
8. No text books permitted in store.
7. Close enough for convenience; far
enough for exercise. .
6. More fun than seconds of " college
food."
5. Its seven o'clock, the bookstore is
closed, and tomorrow is you roomie's
birthday.
4. "College Life" cards by Shoebox Greet-
ings.
3. Chocolate makes a great reward.
2. Someone misses you, make them
happy.
1. Wooster's biggest & best store for
cards, candy, and gifts.
SUE'S SHOP
College Hills Shopping Center
ALWAYS OPEN 9-- 9, SUNDAYS 11-- 6
Submit your idea(s) for 'Top Ten" and
receive a full pound of cream and butter fudge free
if we use any of you ideas in
our next ad.
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Committee Discusses Trend of Decreasing Admissions
ALEXIS SPARKS
MICHAEL DAWSON
Special to the Voice
During Friday's Student Rcla-tio- ns
Committee meeting, the
Trustee Committee on Admis-
sions Policy discussed issues re-
garding student applications, de-
mographic and ethnic back-
grounds of applicants and finan-
cial aid.
Development Committee Sets Priorities for the Nineties
SURAJ DUDHORIA
Business Manager
The Development Committee
of the Board of Trustees met
October 11 to discuss the long-ter- m
goals concerning fund-raisin- g
activities of the College.
Sally Patton of the Develop-
ment Office presented a report
on the final figures for the
Wooster Fund. The figures in-
clude information on last year'
Kenarden, Wagner, & Papp
CALLY HASEROT
LAURA PASS
Special to the Voice
The Buildings and Grounds Trustee
Committee met on Thursday, Octo-
ber 10 and discussed many of the
recent and projected undertakings on
campus. The biggest renovation work
which is currently underway is the
complete remodeling of Kenarden.
The commiuee was informed that
work on Kenarden is essentially on
TYustee Finance
Committee
AERON LUCAS AND
LISA CLARK
The Finance Committee of The
Board of Trustees met Friday, Octo-
ber 11 at 9:00 am. The committee
discussed the strenght and growth of
The College endowment. The com-
mittee also outlined steps which are
being taken to ensure financial stabil-
ity in a recessionary economy. Ex-
penditures of new equipment are
down, and four custodial positions
will not be replaced when staff mem-be- n
leave. The College allocated $8
milium in frnanrial fflKWltf for
the year.
The Committee specifically
looked at the class of 1995. Dean
of Admissions Hayden Schilling
led the committee through a dis-
cussion on the lower number of
applicants to the College for this
year."
The College of Wooster, along
with eight of the other 12 schools
in the Great Lakes Colleges As-
sociation (GLCA), lost hundreds
and the first quarter of this year.
The College received over $5.8
million in cash for the year 1990-9- 1.
So far it has received more
than $500,000 in the first quarter
of this year. These gifts are allo-
cated toward operating expenses
at the College and also add to its
endowment and capital.
Reports were presented on the
renovation of Kenarden. Its total
cost is estimated to be over $4
schedule, and that all initial reports
are very positive and promising. The
architect still plans on completing
work on Kenarden in time for the
92-'9- 3 school year.
The committee was also updated
on the recent renovations of both
Papp stadium and Wagner resident
hall. Both projects are now fully
completed, and mark the fulfillment
of much needed work for both. The
primary work done on Papp stadium
College ofWooster Conference
NEWS SERVICES
While "power lunches" may
be a new phenomenon, effective
leadership skills can be traced
to ancient civilizations.
On Friday. October 25, a confer-
ence of scholars convening at the
College of Wooster will examine
the theory and practice of leader-
ship. ' "Leadership in Antiquity"
will focus on three central ques-
tions: How is leadership defined?
What is the relationship between
acts of leadership and their cultural
contexts? Can the study of ancient
leadership shed light on issues of
of applicants this year.
Fewer students are graduating
from high school now than in
past years. In addition to the
drop in applicants, the College's
selectivity has been affected by
the trend. Selectivity is up to 86
percent, up from 6 1 percent three
years ago.
To curb the effects of the drop.
Schilling suggested several goals
million. President Cope land men-
tioned that $150,000 is still
needed to cover expenses, not
originally budgeted.
The Committee also discussed
the new John P. Papp Stadium.
Also, an architectural firm from
Boston has been selected to carry
out the Library addition. There
are plans to move the Alumni
Office to Merz Hall and the Col-
lege has already received over
Discussed at Buildings and Ground Meeting
included a new press box, and resto-
ration of both the vertical exterior
and deck. Wagner received what is
being called a "face lift," which in-
cludes the new roof, windows, exte-
rior lighting and some landscaping.
"The future looks busy for the Build-
ings and Grounds Committee, as well.
Approval to begin negotiations with
an Architectural firm which was se-Iect- ed
from a group of four which
submitted ideas for the renovation of
contemporary leadership?
The first public presentation will
begin at 2:25 pjn. in the Gault Re-
cital Hall of Scheide Musk Center.
It will feature an opening presenta-
tion by Vivian Holliday, the confer-
ence organizer and a professor of
classical studies and history at
Wooster, titled "An Introduction to
Leadership.''
Following Holliday's introduc-
tion, there will be a series of panel
presentations including: The
Coming-of-Ag- e of Achilleus" by
Diane Legomsky-Ab- el of St.
Norbert College; "Orality and
that the admissions office hopes
to accomplish by 1994: To in-
crease the number of matricu-
lants (students actually enrolling
in the College after being ac-
cepted) from 435 to 475, to' im-
prove selectivity, to select stu-
dents from the top 10 percent of
their classes, to increase transfer
numbers to 30 and to maintain
the College's commitment to di
$800,000 to renovate Merz.
A Trustee Leadership Gift
Committee has been formed to
investigate and lay the ground-
work for a major fund-raisin- g
campaign slated to raise a total
of $100 million for the remain-
der of the decade.
The director of alumni rela-
tions presented a report on the
activities of the Alumni Office
and mentioned that a variety of
Andrews Library was granted. It still
remains to be determined whether
the renovation of Andrews Library
will take form in a new addition offof
the North side of Andrews of by, in
some manner, connection of Frick
with Andrews. In any case, the lack
of space and the need for a Science
and Math Library has convinced the
Buildings and Grounds Committee
that the Library expansion is an abso-
lute necessity.
to Examine Ancient Leadership
'Auctoritas' in Homer" by Keith
Dickson of Purdue University;
"Euripides 'Hippolytus and the
Ephebia" by Robin N. Mitchell
of Temple University;
"Xenophon and the Korean Con-
flict" by William D. Prueter of
West Geauga High School; "The
Emperor, the Army and the Fron-
tier in the Roman Empire" by
Michael Meckler of the Univer-
sity of Michigan; "Leadership in
the Early Christian Community
in Ancient Corinth" by Robert S.
Nash of Brewton-Park- er College;
and The Earliest Greek Tyran
versity.
' Programs for more widespread
and thorough recruitment were
suggested, especially targeted at
Ohio residents, women, Afro-America- ns
and science students.
The committee also viewed the
new admissions video that will
be available for all prospective
students to see.
events will be held in major cit-
ies to commemorate the 125th
anniversary of the College. The
director of college relations also
reported on News Services and
explained a revised method of
news-gatheri- ng for College me-
dia purposes.
The College has been men-
tioned in such publications as
USA Today and Sports Illus-
trated.
The two remaining tasks which
face the Committee is the possible
renovation of both Merz House for
the use of the Development and
Alumni Office and the possible addi-
tion of a fourth floor to Severance to
accommodate the displaced Art His-
tory staff in the event that Frick is
incorporated in the expansion of the
Library. Accordingly, the Commit-
tee approved the acceptance of
Architect's bids for these projects.
nies" by Jess Parmer of Bowl-
ing Green State University.
At 8: 1 5 p.m. next Friday, Rob-
ert Connor, director of the Na-
tional Humanities Center, will
deliver a lecture. The Theory
and Practice of Leadership in
Classical Athens." His speech
also will take place in Gault
Recital Hall. Both sessions are
free and open the public.
"Leadership in Antiquity" is
jointly sponsored by the Ohio
Classical Conference, the Ohio
Humanities Council and the
College of Wooster.
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Thomas's Case
JOHN ATKINSON
My interest in national politics
waxes and wanes; so it is too
with my faith. There are times
when I feel real hope for America,
and there are others when I am
bitterly disillusioned. I have felt
before that swell of stupid pride
in the boldness of the American
experiment. I have likewise
experienced the sting of
disappointment in our utter
inability or .unwillingness to
achieve such noble ends.
I have sometimes found my-
self consumed by the urgency of
the national situation. But I have
also been outright disgusted by
the buffoonery and tyrannical
pettiness of our national leaders
and have been tempted to aban-
don altogether my political zeal.
Sadly, my present mood closely
resembles the latter.
The catalyst for these feelings
was the Clarence Thomas hear-
ings. However, the specifics of
Thomas's case do not concern me.
For the record, I do feel com-
pelled to say that, despite certain
philosophical differences, most
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Wooster Voice reserves the right to limit or alter the size of unpaid advertisements
announcements, due to space limitations: The Voice will strive to accomadate all unpaid
advertisementsannouncements to the best of its ability.
As stated in the Advertising Rate Card,
'All advertising is subject to approval andor cancellation by The Wooster Voice. The riewspaper
is also absolved from any damage that may occur to a business as a result ofany acfrerosing."
ofWooster cotiaiaaary, managed id produced
exdufively by students. The Vote is published
each Friday during the academic school year,
except during exanuturion and break period.
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ihccf ire studentbody Jacui.cceadmiri-istrauo- n,
of The Voict staff. Bytned pieces
reflect only the opinions of the writers. Tht
Wooster Voict encourages all typed, double --
spaced letteri to the editor which do not exceed
300 words. Lettea must cecum the writers full
name, address, and telephone number in order
tobecorttaderedforpuhiicariori Letters must be
received by 5 pjn. on Tuesday lobe comidejed
fbrtht following Friday's pubbcaoon. The Vote
staff reserves the right to hold or edit any letter
which kiecerve. SdatcnpoontaThtWooal
Voict ase $30 per year and S20 per semester.
Overseas aubacriprionf ate S5Q. Subscription
orders-- and other comrnentary should be ad-
dressed?: The Wooster Voice
Bat C-318- 7. CO.W.
Wooster, OH 44691
(216)263-259- 8
Illustrates Decline of 'American Experiment5
notably his implied position on
abortion, I supported Thomas's
nomination, if only to avoid a
more reactionary candidate, and
I am grateful that we can now
move on to more important
things.
What concerns me here, rather,
is the intellectual context in
which the hearings were
conducted.
Regardless of the outcome,
Thomas's case has set new stan-
dards in bad leadership, sleazi-nes- s,
obtuseness, and muddled
thinking.
From the outset there was the
issue of race. What followed was
a national debate that .soon
amounted to one huge missed
opportunity for real comm-
unication.
Instead of engaging in
meaningful dialogue about
complex questions (what about
government assistance? what
about self-help- ? what about
poverty, education, crime? what
about jobs?) Americans resorted
to the simplistic tactics of name-callin- g
and quota-bashin- g.
Liberals cried "Uncle Tho-
mas!" while conservatives
evoked weepy tales about
bootstraps and the American
dream, but neither contributed
anything useful to the process.
Neither model of the black
experience is applicable beyond
the most narrow case. Are these
the terms into which these
questions are doomed to be cast?
This is hardly the atmosphere in
which to examine one of our most
pressing national concerns. -
Then there was the disclosure
of alleged sexual harassment,
which quickly degenerated into
ugly mud-slingi- ng and, a
desperate scrambling to publicly .
unearth as many character flaws
as possible, however sordid or
irrelevant.
Once again our men in
Washington displayed naked
shamelessness by timing the
announcement just so, and the
American public revealed its
insatiable appetite for the gory
details by loving it. So blatant a
political ploy could come so close
to succeeding only in a society
tantalized by malicious gossip
and tabloid journalism. .
There is, to be sure, nothing
defensible about sexual
harassment; what is important is
the bigger picture. Something has
gone wrong with the whole
process.. Questions of maturity,
intelligence, and compassion
have long since been discarded
in favor of hollow sensationalism.
America seems incapable of
adulthood.
I realize, of course, that
cynicism is a fashionable attitude,
particularly in this jaded decade.
The question is, then, why is there
such a countercurrent of
resentment among so many
Americans? After all, Thomas
won the appointment, so why all
the rancor? What lies behind the
scornful facade?
Fear. Real fear for the future
of America. If this is the way our
leaders see fit to conduct the
business of governing, and if this
is the way we choose to respond,
then I think our national health is
called into question. Warning:
idiocy can be lethal.
On Thursday, November 7 at
11 am, there will be a Publica
tions Committee Open Forum
in Lowry Pit. Please bring yourj
comments and feedback aoout
the Voice and the Goliard, and!
present them to the Publica-
tions Committee.
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Letters to
Library Hours Inhibit 'Aspirations for Excellence1
According ID the Catalogue, The
Coflege of Wooster prides itself on an
"aspiration forexceflerce.'The library's
operational hours, however, do nothing
to encourage tnis ""aspiration""
Shall we assume that the adminis-
tration is confident that the average
Wooster student is in no need of a
quiet place to study on a Friday
night, or furthermore, is home on a
Sunday morning recovering from a
weekend of debauchery?
Not all students find the residential
atmosphere conducive to studying,
and therefore depend on alternative
facilities. However, according to
campus security, Kauke doors are
locked at 9p.m.; all other academic
buildings are locked between 5 and
6p.m. And Lowry, along with the
library closes at midnight. The final
option, the computer center, open
until 4ajn., is aesthetically pleasing,
but far from comfortable.
It is pathetic that a institution that
requires the completion ofan in-de- pth
independent research project fails to
provide us with the means to do so.
One of the few distinguished insti-
tutions which upholds the tradition of
Condemnation of Miss Ohio Taternalistic,
In response to Bruce Friesen's "Miss
Ohio Ad Proves Sexist Nature"
Gpj,l(yi 191), as a woman and a
previous and perhaps future partici-
pant in pageants. I was saddened by
Mr. Friesen's conception ofpageantry.
Even though his column only de-
meaned the Miss Ohio pageant, Mr.
Friesen's criticisms were directed to-
ward all pageants.
Pageantsare not jusudisplayof physi-
cal appearance, but also a display of
stvkpersoraljry,indrvidu
Friesen wrote that the pageant judges
women on "an unattainable standard
of beauty.'
Why, if we are able to appreciate
one's athletic talents, scholarship, or
personality .can we rwtrecognize one's
physical beauty? The problem arises
when we judge someone only on one
factor of their being.
Physical appearance is not the sole
basis for determining contestants. A
selection panel determines candidates
based on personality, involvement in
the community, and life goals.
It is much lie applying for a schol-
arship, and the women accepted are
the ones who exhibit strong idealistic
characters.
Also, his explanation for the restric-
tion of married women for the Miss
USA pageant (the idea of virginal pu
the Editor
a mandatory senior thesis is Reed
College in Oregon. Commensurate
to their expectations, the library re-
mains open until 2:30a.m. Sunday
through Thursday.
The cost of keeping the library
staffed with two attendants for 2 12
ejura boon a day is minimal. Perhaps
it is a basic recognition of the cen--
trality of a library to an academic
environment.
Upholding the honor as one of
President Bush's Points ofLight, stu-
dents necessarily face confining
schedules due to the many extracur-
ricularmeetings orjobs that take place
in the evenings. Realistically, many
students cannot even consider tak-
ing advantage of the library until af-
ter lOpjn Who is going to bother to
go for such an idle period of time?
Regardless of the fact that the li-br- ary
hours are a disgrace, the state of
the library itself needs desperate and
immediate attention. However, we
cannot continue our discussion, as it
is midnight and the library is closing.
Goodnight.
- . Sandra Santonin
and Amy Sieigbigel 93
rity and availability) further displays
his lack of understanding.
The name of the pageant is the MISS
USA, therefore applying to unmarried
women. There is a practical reason for
this. The pageants place great demands
on a contestant's time. It would be
very difficult for married women to
make the time commitment involved
with Miss USA. There is a Mrs. USA
pageant in existence, though, for com-
petition among married women that
places less strain on the contestant's
' Concerning cultural heritage, in my
pageant interview, was asked not only
specific questions about the unique
characteristics of my hometown, but
my oririioraardbeliefsonajrrert issues
confronted by Congress and my feelings
toward social issues facing the U.S.
A pageant contestant is indeed repre-sentati- ve
of a socially aware American.
Mr Friesen read loo much in the
advertisement wuh a pre-concei-ved
conderroiation of the pageant process.
Yes. the pageant process may have
negatives, but to neglect the positives
is self-servi-ng and one-side-d.
Mr Friesen was the sexist, paternal-isocal- ly
determining what is '"right"
and what is '"oppressive" for women.
I can make up my own mind.
MjcheDeMcKnight"94
Thomas Given the Scarlet 1Hf by
Modern --Day Puritans
AMY M. DANA
"They were awe-strick-en likewise
at themselves; because the crisis flung
back to them their consciousness.
and revealed to each heart its history
and experience, as life never does,
except at such breathless epochs'
(from The Scarlet Letter byNathaniel
Hawthorne).
Have we returned to the hypocriti- -
cal times of the Puruans? Are the
leaders of our nation culpable for the
same hypocrisies as Hawthorne'sRev
erend Dimmesdale? That is to say.did
the Senators pointngers at others in
order that accusatory fingers could not
have been pointed at themselves?
The issue of sexual harassment was
used as a broad brush stroke of ircrimi- -
nation during the Senate cortfirmation
hearings of Judge Clarence Thomas.
Sex is a source of great guilt; mis
use of sexual function has been a
target of social control throughout
iistory. And today that misuse of
sexual function is ill-defin- ed.
A broad spectrum of behaviors
involving sexuality is used to define
harassment: innuendo, display of
pornography, exchange ofsexual fa-
vors for jobs or promotions. It is the
relative placement and context of
these behaviors which determines
whether or not a criminal offense
has been made. Because there is a
lack of objective guidelines, harass-
ment issues lack binding force in a
legal system.
Stop ILL Abuse at Andrews
I'd like to add an important
footnote to the article on
interlibrary loan at Andrew's Li-
brary (Yfiict. 101191).
For several years, apparently, stu-
dents who wanted to exceed the nor-
mal limit of 15 interlibrary loan re-
quests per semester have been asking
their roommates and friends to let
them use their names when placing
requests, thereby extending theirown
"quota" manyfold.
We'd like to ask Wooster students
not to do that for several reasons.
First, it violates the spirit, if not the
letter, of the Scot's Key bv listing the
names of people who aren't actually
requesting the matrrialsfbr theirown
work. It sore isn't telling the truth.
Secondly it slows down the interlibrary
loan process tor everyone.
The purpose of the 15-ite- m limit
was to try to get students to use the
A lack of clarity in legal defini-
tions has left the system open to ex-
cessive manipulation by special in-
terest groups who use the ambigu-
ities to their benefit. Vague lan-
guage as ithas been drafted in the Bill
ofRights has been argued by many as
the intent of the Framers to leave
room for alternating opinions
throughout history. However, there
is an important distinction between
.vague language .and vague ideas.
Women's issues are a very recent
movement in history. Their story is
still being written. In such a time of
transition where equality between
sexes is still being defined, standards
change. No one has the same notion
of what is appropriate or acceptable,
and this confusion is heightened fur-
ther by the pressure of some to have
a multkulturalist society, thus a soci-
ety with many norms and values.
There is no code of uniformity.
Despite the presence ofalternative
views, a grand assumption was made
during the second round of hearings:
that if Thomas were found to have
harassed Anita Hill, he would no
longer be qualified to be a Supreme
Court Justice. Is it just to disqualify
a candidate based on personal behav-
ior rather than public policy?
Certainly the personal conduct of
public figures must at least be toler-
able in the eyes of the public they
serve, even in the face of changing
social norms. However, recent mo
resources ofAndrews before request-
ing materials from other libraries, to
motivate students with research needs
that outstrip the resources ofAndrews
to travel to larger libraries, and to
keep the number of requests to a
manageable level. Put simply, too
many ILL requests in a given time
period mean that nobody gets any-
thing fast
If a student really, really needs
more than 1 S ILL'S in a semester and
has made good use of what Andrews
has, we will be happy to extend the
limit; so there's no need to try to beat
the system.
We really appreciate everyone's
cooperation in making the system
work better for all. and we welcome
ideas and suggestions for improving
what we do.
Damon D. Hickey
Director of Andrews Library
rality plays in the government in-
volving Senator Gary Hart, Judge
Douglas Ginsberg, and Judge
Clarence Thomas all raise a question
about their accusers: Are they free
from the same accusations?
During the Thomas hearings, the
Senators questioned the nominee,
accuser, and witnesses as though they
lived in a distinct and foreign world
where there have never before been
sex scandals as though the process
of purging harassment from the sys-
tem made their own hands clean of
any wrongdoing. Recent records of
bounced checks will quickly end any
notions that they are somehow more
morally obligated to follow the law
than others.
Granted, there may be those in
public office whose intentions and
actions are morally and legally pure.
But it is not just to allow the hypoc-
risy of some to cloud the fair and due
process of civil service. It is deviant
from the intentions ofa democracy to
allow political chaos to reign over
due process.
Has our society really changed
through history as much as we claim
it has? Progress is a relative illusion.
Instead ofaPuritanism founded upon
the beliefs of the Bible, we are con-
fronted with a Puritanism of the ideas
of the .Civil Rights Era. The inten-
tions and the ends may be moral, but
our means are not yet pure enough to
meet them.
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Life in the Fast Lane: RentscWer and Repenning Tear
LAUREN COHEN
Voice Staff Writer
This Call, while most college stu-
dents have been enjoying traditional
fall sports such as football, soccer,
and field hockey, two College of
Wooster students have found excite-
ment in a lesser known activity.
Howie Rentschler "94, Win
Repenning "94 and Repenning's
brother John (a first year student at
Ohio Wesleyan University), have
spent many weekends at the Gran
Prix Racetrack in Massillon partici-
pating in a type of motorcycle racing
known as motorcross.
In this type of racing, popular in
Europe as well as in theUnited States,
participants demonstrate their riding
ability and control over a dirt course.
The motorcross course at the Gran
Prix racetrack is composed of a 34-mi- le
track which is made more diffi-
cult by the addition ofeight turns and
twelve jumps. Races are run accord-
ing to the size of the motorcycles and
the skill level of their riders. Each
participant races twice. The scores
from both races are then added to-
gether, and the top seven places re-
ceive plaques or monetary awards.
Currently, the racing team consists
of Repenning and his brother as the
primary riders. Because he is still
learning the intricacies of the sport,
Rentschler does not yet race, but in-
stead takes care of any maintenance
or mechanical needs.
'
I
Pit Forum: Faculty Give
Perspective on Thomas Case
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor ,
In the midst of the sexual ha-
rassment issue surrounding Jus-
tice Clarence Thomas, Erika
Poethig 93 quickly organized a
panel discussion entitled "Speak
Your Mind on Sexual Harass-
ment" on Monday evening in the
Lowry Pit. The discussion fo-
cused on both the Justice Thomas
issue and that of sexual harass-
ment in general.
" The question of whether Justice
Thomas, or Anita Hill, is lying is
"not relevant stuff," said Political
Science professor Karen
Beckwith, one of three panelists.
"It's a lotharder than people think,"
says Rentschler. "It takes a lot of
practice and time to learn to ride. As
a result, I kind of manage things
right now."
Their interest in the sport evolved
late last year, when Repenning began
attending races at the Gran Prix track.
Over the summer.while home in Illi-
nois, Repenning, his' brother, and
some oftheir friends constructed their
1
own course. -
T practiced all summer," he says,
"usually between ten and fifteen hours
per week." In Repenning's first race, '
he placed twelfth overall, despite a
fall early in the race ( T crashed on
the first comer," he admits.)
Falls like the one Repenning expe-
rienced are common in motorcross
racing, but according to Rentschler
they are generally not serious.
Rentschler feels that the excitement
of the sport makes the risks worth-
while. '"
"It's a lot of fun a real rush
when you jump for the first time.!
And, he adds, "On dirt it's not
that dangerous." 7
Repenning and Rentschler try to get
as much practice and racing time as
possible. Because there are really no
fyiiiji nearby where it is possible
for them to practice, they are in the
process of constructing their own
course on the outskirts of town. Satur-
day evenings, they will most likely be
found in Massillon, preparing to race.
The crucial issues, she felt, were
those concerning how Thomas was
likely to"behave as a Supreme Court
Justice." the factthat Thomas is "only
43 and has limited experience," and
issues such as abortion.
Beckwith pointed out that Tho-
mas would most likely be sitting on
the Supreme Court when the current
generation of college students re-
tires.
Sociology professor Judith
Marcus was "concerned about fu-
ture civil rights legislation and
sexual harassment court deci-
sions..." Regarding the results
of a recent opinion poll, Marcus
spoke of the "high number of
i - - - M I
For Repenning motorcross is
Both enjoy the excitement of the
sport and find that "it's nice to
get away on the weekends." This
Saturday may prove to be their
last race of the season, which
runs from April through Septem-
ber or October.
According to Repenning, the
people who thought that
Anita Hill was lying. ..I find
that disturbing." she said.
Poethig then asked the panel,
"What wouldbe considered sexual
harassment?," to which the third
panelist. Dale Catteau, head of
the Kauke secretary's office, an-
swered, "Whenever anything like
this comes up, I fear that men feel
pitted against women...If sexual
advances are made toward you,
who's going to believe you if the
man is an established attorney or
minister or teacher?" Catteau's
perspective revealed that she too
had once been a victim of sexual
harassment."
w
V y
"big tme.'
owners of the Gran Prix Race-
track "keep it open as long as
they can," but it is not likely that
the weather will permit racing
for much longer.
For some people, motorcross
is "big time," according to
Rentschler, who has seen many
Page 7
WVN's Urban Expereince,
Homeless in Cleveland
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor
While role-playi- ng as a home-
less mother on the streets of
Cleveland , Megan Wereley "94
was told that the fastest way to
make some cash was to sell her
blood plasma.
Those students participating in
the upcoming Cleveland Urban Ex-
perience will have no place to stay
over fall break. They will have no
warm dorm room. They will have
no Lowry Center to eat in. They
will, in fact, be homeless.
From Sunday through Tuesday of
fall break, a group of Wooster stu-
dents will visit the near west side of
Cleveland, touring shelters, service
areas, and relief centers, studying
the situation of the homeless.
Up the Trails
Photo by Mai Mariano
people arrive in trailers prepared
to stay the whole weekend at the
track. In addition, there are clubs
that cyclists can join to help raise
money for environmental groups.
"It's hot as destructive to the
environment as it's thought to
be," says Repenning.
According to Wereley, the
Wooster Volunteer Network's head
of Alternate Breaks and Special
Events, this experience is "an inter-
esting one, and a very different
way to spend fall break...The idea is
not to come back and say 'now I feel
good about myself,' but to get a
different perspectiveFor those who
went last year, it will be different;
for those who have never gone, it
should be a real eye opener."
Wereley says that the partici-
pants will at the Catholic Worker
House of Cleveland, and they are
taught to handle various diffi-
cult situations that may arise.
Students who are interested should
knowhisnrttolaletosignup.andshould
call the Wooster Volunteer Network, or
Wereley herself at x3302.
ICE HOUSE DRIVE - THRU
For all your beverage and party needs.
Beer.wine, chips, soda, ice and snacklooda
. HOURS
Sun. - Thur.
11-12:- 30
Fti. and Sat.
11-- 1
University
IC2EOUS2
Bowman
3
located at the corner of Bowman and Palmer
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Clarke f94 Choregraphs The Music Man at
Wooster High School; Instructs Show Choir
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor
Sarah F. Clarke "94 does doc bold
a job at Mom's. Nor does she
shelve books at the library. To
earn her money, Clarke teaches
dance at Wooster High School.
Daring her first Dance Com
pany meeting at the College,
Dance Company adviser Kim
Tritt announced that Wooster
High School's choral director
wished to hire a College student
to instruct the show choir.
Clarke expressed interest and,
after speaking with the director
and the head of the public-scho- ol
board, was hired.
At first, she choreographed for
the high school's singing and
dancing show choir, which she
accompanied to workshops and
state competitions.
"Show choirs are a very
trendy thing in Ohio..." They are
pretty big and competitive."
Now, in addition to working with
the show choir. Clarke choreo-
graphs the school's annual stu-
dent musical (this year. The Mu-
sic Man), which she feels is "fun,
because I went to a tiny high
school where we did more off-
beat shows... I always wanted to
do big shows." "
How much time does Clarke de-
vote to her job? Approximately four
or five hours a week, during the
weekends and evenings, but "on the
whole it's not real regular."
She also adds, surprisingly en-
thusiastically, that she is "not
afraid to say I make peanuts!,"
but that it is all well worth her-tim- e.
Clarke feels hergreatest challenge
at this job lies in working with young
people of high school age.
"I could only say this in retro-
spect, but there's a big differ-
ence between high school and
college.-I- n college you commit
yourself to things you really want
to be doing, but in high school
you're trying to get into
college...so some people may be
only half-enthuse- d." .
S he tends "not to mention her
age to the students...They usu-
ally assume I'm older, but i won't
lie if they ask."
Clarke has been dancing for 16
years, and states that her goal is
"not necessarily to dance at the
College of Wooster Students Speak Out:
Reaction to the Comirmation-o- f Clarence
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"As icorservative, Clarence Tho-
mas b seeing a standard for future
African-Americ- an politicians.
Unfortunately, the government
will take these beliefs as inclusive
of all African-Americ- an beliefs."
Stephanie Bilberry 94
"I am disappointed that the Republi-
cans anacked Anita Hill's integrity
and credibility and that Judge Tho-
mas never really answered the alle-
gations." ,
Peter James 95
"I don't think he's qualified to be in
the S uprerne Court in the first place."
Annie Longsworth "92
;
"I am extremely disappointed in the
Senate Committee. I felt that they
truly did not take Anita Hill's allega-
tions seriously. The hearings were
just done for show."
.
Dan Turner '94
IKE'S CHERT RMERI CRN RESTRURRNT
OPEN 24 HOURS
20 off with
college i.d.
call us at
262-53- 11
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uper America
I I Bob Evans
company level, but to commu-
nicate my love of movement to
other people and eventually go
into teaching and communicat-
ing that love of movement in a
teaching situation." She once
taught beginning level jazz at a
summer camp and "never lost
her love of teaching." -
To Clark, her job at Wooster
High School is a "wonderful ex-
perience:, it teaches patience, and
I remember that some people
(who dance are still in the de-
velopmental stage."
Thomas
"I think that the hearings and the
actual appointment reflected many
of the negative trends in today's '
political system. I do not think that
be should have been appointed."
. Jeff McDowell 94
National Schft'srip Prarren-lM-t- i
ft PrH?cH Srfrofar-ship-Mu- st
be a full-tim- e student
with an interest in a career in
graphic communications. . -- '
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Ethnic Song And Dance Presented Parents' Weekend
The Duqesne University Tamburitzans will perform tonight
Cleveland's Concordance Ensemble Performs Sunday
NEWS SERVICES
The College of Wooster Depart-
ment of Music " will host a special
recital by the Cleveland-base- d cham-
ber Ensemble Concordance on Sun-
day, October 20. The recital, which
' is free and open to the public, begins
at 4 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall, lo-
cated in Scheide Music Center.
The ensemble will perform Trio
No. 1 in D Major" for flute, clarinet
and piano by Carl Phillip Emanuel
Bach. "Sonata in F Minor" (Opus
120, No. 1) for clarinet and piano by
Johannes Brahms, and Beethoven's
Trio in E-fl- at Major" (Opus 38) for
piano, clarinet and cello.
Concordance was founded in 1 983
in McGaw Chapel at 8 p.m.
by pianist Elizabeth Barany-Schlauc- h.
Professor of Music here at
the College , and clarinetist Robert
McAllister, associate dean and regis-
trar of The Cleveland Institute of
Music and principal clarinet player
of the Lyric Opera Cleveland Or-
chestra. The ensemble traditionally
invites guest artists to perform duos.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
As part of the Parents' Weekend
Celebration, the College will present
i the Duquesne University Tamburitzans
in McGaw Chapel beginning at 8 pjn.
Originating from Pittsburgh, the
group consists of 40 students recreat-
ing the ethnic ritual entertainment of
the Soviet Union and Eastern Euro-
pean Countries in a fast-pace-d, high--
' energycelebration ofsong.dance.and
music
The name Tamburitzans" is taken
from the tamburitza family ofstringed
instruments found mostly in the cul-
tures of these Eastern European Coun-
tries.
The group relies upon taking the
essence or "spirit" of the people repre-
sented in the performance through the
authenticity of brilliant and colorful,
costuming. It also employs the knowl-
edge of the "peasant culture' and its
simplistic nature to preserve the cul-
tural heritage of these people, many of
whom live in the United States.
The group is made up of dancers in
elaborate outfits displaying precise
choreography, singers with raspy and
trios and quartets, depending on the
demands of specific programs.
Guest artists for this performance
will be flautist Eugenie McAllister,
principal flautist of the Trinity Cham-
ber and Lyric Opera Cleveland Or-
chestra, and cellist Ronald A.
Crutcher, vice-preside- nt ofacademic
affairs and dean of the conservatory
exotic voices singing in a number of
European languages and dialects, and
musicians playing a variety of con-
temporary instruments including the
accordion, clarinet and violin. The
chanting ofdissonant voices along with
the hypnotic beatof the primitive goat-
skin drum and the haunting sounds of
shepherd's flutes add to the unusually .
interesting qiahty theiiperformance.
The Tamburitzans have traveled
throughout the United States and
Canada performing their cultural pag-
eant
In addition, their expertise of cul-
tural authenticity has been well re-
ceived in various performances out-
side the continental United States in
such countries as Yugoslavia, Poland,
France, Greece.Czechoslovakia, Italy,
Latin America (10 countries) and the
Soviet Union. In their visits to these
and many other countries, the
Tamburitzans have also added a pre-
sentation of songs, dances, and music
representative of the American folk
culture.
The performance is free to the pub-
lic, and a special welcome is extended
to parents.
of the Cleveland Institute of Music
Concordance has appeared in the
Cleveland Museum of Art's Musart
and Summer Music Series, at Trinity
Cathedral. Rocky River Chamber
Music Society and Epworth-Eucli- d
Church Music Series, as well as Ohio
and Cleveland State Universities and
Hiram College.
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Two Art Exhibits Featured at Frick
IT'S PARENTS' WEEKEND!
CHECK OUT ALL THE EVENTS
SAB HAS PLANNED!
FRIDAY, OCT. IS
HAPPY HOUR: Relax with Mends
at the Underground from 5-7:- 30 pjn.
VIDEO: WatthA Fish Called Wanda
at the Underground at 8 pjn. for only
$.50!
ENTERTAINMENT: Don'tmiss the
Duquesne University Tamburitzans,
a troupe of 40 students in a perfor
mance of music, song, and dance of
Yugoslavia, Hungary, Soviet Union,
Romania. Czechoslovakia, and Bui
garia in McGaw at 8 p.m.
BOWLING: Win free games during
the Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes
from 9-- 11 pjn.
SATURDAY, OCT. 19
MOVIE: Watch Driving Miss Daisy
in Mateer at 7:30 & 10 pjn. for only
$11
ENTERTAINER: Don'tmiss Michel
Lauziere and his fascinating antics in
McGawat8p.nL
SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Listen
to internationally acclaimed concert
harpist and singer Harvi Griffin when
herperforms in Mom's from 10p.m.--
12 ajn.
SUNDAY, OCT. 20
CLASSIC FTLM: Watch Buster
Keaton's The General, a silent film
with a live piano accompanist in
Scheide Gault Recital Hall at 7:30
pjn. for free!
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 23
TRAVEL TRIP: Get spooked at the
Haunted House at 7 p.m.
VIDEOS: Watch Chevy Chase in
National Lampoon's Vacation at 8
pjn. and Arnold as a Kindergarten
teacher in Kindergarten Cop at 10
pjn. at the Underground for only
$.50!
FALL BREAK
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30
VIDEOS: Watch American
Werewolfin London at 8 p.m. & The
Thing at 10 p.m. in the Underground
for only $.50!
THURSDAY, OCT. 3 1
PUMPKIN CARVING AND
VIDEO: Watch It's The Great
Pumpkin Charlie Brown and win a
prize for making the best jack-o--
lantern at the Underground at 9 pjn.
ROCKY HORROR PICTURE
SHOW: Don't miss the excitement
at the Underground at 12 ajn. for
only $ .50!
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
FrickArt Museum will feature two
major art exhibits beginning this
weekend as partof the Parents'Week- -
end festivities.
First, Andrew Borowiec will
present a photographic exhibit high
lighting the oilnjiecTuiusia,asrnaIl
North African country dependent
upon the influx of German, Danish,
and French tourists Sort large por-
tion of its income.
Boroweic, Director of the School
of Art at the University of Akron,
received a Faculty Summer Fel-
lowship from the University to try
to capture on film the similarities
of the many cultures represented in
the tiny Mediterranean country.
'Zany1 Lauziere at McGaw
Mna, Lauziere wilperform Saturday in McGaw at 8 pjvi
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
Thezany antics ofMichel Lauziere
will be featured at McGaw Chapel
tomorrow evening beginning at8 pjn.
With his 15 years as a multi-dis- ci
plinary performer, Michel Lauziere
has succeeded as few others in com-
bining his various talents to create a
highly ingenious show.
This event is free and open to all
students and parents.
Lauziere relies on gestures more
He primarily focused upon scenes
that best described the cultural and
historical aspects of the country and
the importance that tourism has upon
these aspects.
Also, scenes such as signs written in
both Arabic and French (as a conces-
sion to bom prominent cultures) and
an old hand-truc- k sharing a frame with
a common, manufactured bicycle add
a sense of contradiction to the photo-
graphs.
As the artist points out, "If cultural
contradiction is the theme that domi-
nates this work, it is still very much
aboutthenatureof the place its architec-
ture and vegetation, the shape of the
land, the sea, the harsh, brilliant light I
was also attempting to grapple with
personal issues, with the difference be- -
than words in his act and does the un-
usual with everyday objects. His per-
formances are not meant to send a mes-
sage but to surprise and amaze his audi-en- ce
with his brilliant imagination and
unique artistic creativity. His acting
and ability to supply his own sound
effects make his performances even
more enjoyable.
In addition to his many college ap-
pearances, he has also performed on
MTV'sHalfHour Comedy Hour" and
"The Arsenio Hall Show."
tween idealized memory and reality,
with my relationship to the world, miti-
gated as it is by the medium ofphotog-
raphy."
The second exhibit showcases the
work of artist Carol Ann Carter in a
display of "mixed Media paintings"
representing the ancestry of the Afri-
can American and her personal expe-
riences as welL
The constructions consist of raw
silk or canvas which is ripped, dyed,
and channel-- stripped the surfacesof
which are painted. Sewn marks and
attached objects are added to create a
unit that resembles a quilt piece.
The method is representative of
the strip-weavi-ng method of making
African textiles. Carter, who teaches
at the University of Michigan, visu
AMERICAN SKI
ASSOCIATION
if, . M
.vim. 1- - ' K
$3 tfypewzitez
Setvice & SaCes.
AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR
IBM - SWINTEC - ADLER .
SMITH CORONA
SUPPLIES FOR
IBM - BROTHER - ROYAL
SWINTEC - PANASONIC
CANON - SMITH CORONA
& MORE
2522 Cleueland Rood
alizes her creations as ajournal ofher
experiences and those of other Afri-
can Americans.
She frequently works with what-
ever materials she has on hand and
constructs her pieces gradually add-
ing bits to them as they are discov-
ered, a method of artistry she de-
scribes as "being in the moment."
Her visits to Nigeria have greatly
influenced her works as well as her
ability to create these works in her"in
the moment" style.
Bom exhibits will be shown at the
Frick Art Museum beginning today
and continuing until December 8. The
hours for the museum are from 9 ajn.
to 12 noon and from 1 pjn. to 4 pjn.
There is no admission charge for the
exhibit
11,111. fli -- 111.
titft Hi: vi
fit . ,
i tt- -
OPEN
8 - 5:30 DAILY
9- - 2 SATURDAY
(216) 345-74- 05
Arts & Entertainment
In & Around Wooster
SHAWN PERRY
A & E Editor
The Wayne Center for the
Arts Chamber Theatre will
present "A Walk in the Woods."
October 18. 19 and 20 in the Arts
Center Auditorium at 8 p.m. The
play focuses on two diplomats,
an American and a Russian, as
they "walk in the woods" outside
of an estate where a summit con-feren- ce
is taking place. The two
talk of their ideals, their coun-
tries, and themselves. Dr. Rich-
ard Figge, Professor of German
at the College, will play the role
of American diplomat John
Honeyman. Tickets for the per-
formance are $6 for adults and $5
for students and can be purchased
at the Wayne Center for the Arts
located on South Walnut Street
in Wooster.
The College of Wooster Art
Department will featore the
work of Winifred Lutz, a profes
Tlhie
JEREMIAH JENNE
A&E Writer
GUNS N ROSES
USE YOUR ILLUSION I A II
"So I send this song to the of-
fendedI said what I meant and
I've never pretendedAs so many
others do intending just to please
If I damned your point of view
could you turn the other cheek"
As definite a statement as can be
made in light of Guns 'N' Roses
lyrical and lifestyle excesses that
have often covered up a little
krfown and often times not easily
accepted truth: That G 'N'R has
been one of the few bands to break
through and transcend the status?
quo metal tradition of early
1980's Los Angeles.
With Use Your Illusion I & II.
Guns 'N Roses have finally man-
aged to silence those critics who
considered them more shocking
than musical by allowing the in-
dividual personalities in the
group to show through in the
songs. Use Your Illusion is a
genre hopping exercise through
the musical lives of six people
with distinct musical back-
grounds. From the Stones-is- h
grind of guitarist Izzy Stradlin's
"Dust and Bones" and "14 Years"
to the more metal strains of lead
guitarist Slash (Saul Hudson)
sor of sculpture at the Tyler
School of Art arTemple Univer-
sity. . The exhibit, a site-integrat- ed
sculpture installation pre-
sented as a "contemplation area"
at the College, is located in the
oak grove near Galpin Hall. The
project is sponsored by the Dillon
Art Fond, and Lutz is the
College's first Visiting Dillon
Lecturer in Art. Lutz has done
similar installations at the Cleve-
land Museum of Art, the Brook-
lyn Museum and Miami Univer-
sity.
-
The Akron Symphony Or-
chestra will feature guest con-
ductor Pascal Verrot and pianist
Garrick Ohlsson in performance
on Tuesday. October 22 at 8:15
p.m. at EX Thomas Performing
Arts Hall on the University of
Akron campus. The program will
feature Mozart's Piano Concerto
in B fl3t reafcr. Bizet's "Petite
Suite" from "Jeux d"enfantsm and
VimyH Word
with "Coma". Bassist Doff
McKagen wrote and sang one
song, "So Fine" which showcased
McKagen s gritty, poor-man- 's
Bryan Adams vocal style.
And of course the inimitable
Mr. Walter Axl Rose, whose
songs ranged from the sub-p- ar
("Shotgun Blues") to the sub-lim- e
("Estranged"), is the biggest sur-
prise, having finally found his
style enough to be able to diver-
sify. The effect is a unholy litany
of whisper to a scream vocals
throughout the two albums. Also
in fine voice is Stradlin, whose
hoarse sardonic whine is strongly
reminiscent of Rose with a little
less range.
Newcomers Matt Sorum and es-
pecially Dizzy Reed give the band
a fresh sound which is augmented
by the surprisingly dexterous pi-
ano playing of Axl Rose, who's
style is a little like Nicky
Hopkins, the British session pia-
nist for the Rolling Stones and
the Beatles. Reed is just a mon-
ster, an amazing array of licks
and runs as well as his ominous
baritone to the backing vocals.
Sorum on the other hand, is a
'disappointment.'
' ' Te inclusion of the song "Civil
War", with former drummer Steven
AdTef behind the set, only hightens
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 3.
Pascal Verrot was recently named
Director of the Quebec Sym-
phony and has toured Japan con-
ducting five Japanese orchestra
as part of the Min-O- n Conduct-
ing Competition. Garrick
Ohlsson appears regularly as both
performer and orchestral soloist
all over the world. He has re-
corded three Chopin CD's and a
Haydn CD, "London Sonatas."
He will be performing with the
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
and the Royal Liverpool Philhar-
monic this year, with which he
will travel to London, Berlin.
Leningrad, New York. Milan, and
Prague to perform more than fif-
teen concerts. Tickets for the
Akron Symphony concert are
$18,515, and S 12 with group and
student discounts available. For
more information, contact the
Akron Symphony Office at
the sense that something is miss-
ing. Though much, more solid
(and apparently more stable) than
Adler. Sorum s boom-bap-boom-boom-- bap
style is as incongru-
ous as it is pervasive and lacks
the rhythmical intricacies of
Adler's hyperkinetic fills.
The problem with Use Your
Illusion is similar to the one found
in the Beatles 1968 double album
"The Beatles" (often referred to
as the "White Album"), that isf
Is there really enough material to
justify two albums. It seems that
for every "Coma", "Civil War".
"November Rain" there are just
as many "Shotgun Blues", "Dead
Horse", and "Right Next Door to
HelP's.
It might have served G N R's
purposes better if they had con-
solidated their songs and made
one truly great album instead of
two good ones.
Which is all hypothetical rambling
in light of the fact the G uns N Roses
have made not one, but two solid
albums that transcend them far be-
yond the currently depressing Skid
RowPoisonWarraht' pop-mei- al
genre. At this rate Guns 'N Roses
should not only surpass their heroes
Aerosmith, but, should they all sur-
vive intact, put them on a level with
the truly great musicians in rock'. -
October 18, 1991
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Harvi Griffin, internationally acclaimed concert harpist
and singer will perform at the spotlight showcase at
mom's tomorrow night at 10 p.m.
40fs Radio Show
CONSTANCE PARAS &
CHRISTOPHER MYERS
Voice Staff Writers
"Pepsi-Col- a hits the spot;
Twelve full ounces that's a
lot ." Golly, what a swell musi-
cal "The 1940's Radio Hour" isl
Skip and I went to see it last
night, and, jeepers, did we have a
nifty time....
Before the actual curtain time,
various actors milled about in
period costume and socialized in
character with audience members
in the lobby.
The ushers distributed two pro-
grams: one for "The 1940s Ra-
dio Hour" and another for "The
Mutual Manhattan Variety Cav-
alcade."
.
1 was glad to have the reading
material, as .the production did
not really start until the "radio
show" did. -
Forty-fiv- e minutes of
unfocused pre-sho- w rushing on
the stage left the audience with '
a Hit and a Miss
no idea of where to look when
important dialogue was being
delivered.
The radio on the stage played
continually throughout all of this,
adding further confusion. After
all the tedious character intro-
ductions, they finally assembled
for what turned out to be a fine
performance.
The singing, directed by
Theodor Duda. was energetic and
well done, and was indeed what
made the show. The dancing,
choreographed by Kim Tritt, and
the commercial spots added more
of an entertaining flavor. Jeffrey
Lindberg directed the live orches-
tra on stage, an exciting aspect of
the show.
If you have tickets to see
"Thel940's Radio Hour." di-
rected by Kim Vaughn, consider
yourself lucky, especially if you
enjoy music from that era. It is
well wonh the wait in line to get
tickets ifyou do not already have
them. It's keen!
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WOOSTER ATHLETICS
Upcoming events... :
Friday and Saturday.
October 18-1- 9
Field Hockey
Regional Tournament at Depauw
Saturday. October 19
Volleyball
Oberlin w Wittenberg, 12:00
Women s Soccer -
NORTH CAROLINA WESLEYAN,
1.-0-0
Men's Soccer
Oberlin, l.OO
Football
OBERLIN. 1:30
Tuesday. October 22
Men's and Women's Cross
Country
OBERLIN ;
Volleyball v"
KENYON, 7:00
Wednesday. October 23
Men's Soccer ;
KENYON, 4.-0-0
Women's Soccer .
Kenyon, 4.-0-0 '
Field Hockey
Ohio Wesleyan. 4:30
To flyb ooe thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something- - "'
else. They'll show you die meaning of wings. From the wings of
die F--18 Hornet lo the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
trB flying at its best And your ticket to fly is
your couege diploma, u you d uKe to ne up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selec-- i
tion Officer. 1-800-M- AKINES.
TheFrm ntFnmdJhtMarimt.
See your Officer Selection Officer Captain Michael P.
Starka on October 24 from 10:30 am - 2:00 pm at the
Lowry Stadent Center or call (216) 678-429- 0.
TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS. the leader in fritrgatr fr-av- H nwA motivated individuals and
groups to promote WinterSpring B
StudcrtTiavelSavias,Iaca,OT
HELP HOCKEY
Scots Challenge Biv. II Opponent
SAM TWEEDY
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scot Field Hockey team
continued to show their abilities
this week as they took on Indiana
University of Pennsylvania last
Saturday and traveled to Earlham
on Tuesday.
After proving that they could
consistently dominate their con-
ference the Lady Scots took on
Division II Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, challenging them
to a sudden-deat- h double over-
time.
After putting up a great fight,
Wooster lost to IUP two minutes
into the second overtime by the
score of 4-- 3.
Wooster played a consistently
aggressive game, never giving up
a chance to push upfield and pres-
sure the goal, outshooting IUP
43 to 32.
Despite this, IUP started off
the scoring at 15:22 and contin-
ued to take the lead until close to
the second half.
With 5:53 remaing in the first
period. Meg Wood '95 tied the
score with an unassisted goal,
driving the ball past the IUP
keeper.
The second period showed
Wooster dominating with more
shots on goal, yet the Lady Scots
were unable to take the lead until
halfway through the period when
Wood had her second unassisted
goal of the game, bringing the
score to 2-- 1.
.
IUP retaliated just a few min-
utes later, tying the score for the
remainder of the second period.
The first overtime did not en-
able one team to claim a victory
as Wooster took the lead with a
goal by Carissa Conner '92,
which was soon matched by an- - .
other IUP goal.
.-
- The time ran out with a 3-- 3
score, and both teams ready to .
claim a victory in the sudden
death overtime remaining.
Again, Wooster dominated
with five shots on gal but IUP
had a sudden break-awa- y result-
ing in a one-on-o- ne confronta-
tion. With complete control of
the ball, IUP ended the game with
a goal at 8:02.
After proving to themselves
that they were capable of playing
cpmpetively with a Division II
team, Wooster was ready for
'.V r ' . jmiv
'"V
Lisa Ostermueller '94 always seems to be around the ball.
Here she takes on an Indiana University of Pennsylvania
defender in tuesday's overtime loss. photo by mlke pepper
action on Tuesday when they
traveled to Earlham.
Once again, Wooster fell be-
hind early in the first period,
when their opponent scored at
31:48.
Yet this time the Lady Scots
came right back and did not let
go of their lead.
Conner repaid Earlham with a
pair of goals. Her first was an
unassisted goal near the end of
the first period, allowing Wooster
to enter halftime with a score of
1-- 1.
Just a few minutes into the sec-
ond period Conner struck again
with an assist from Lisa
Ostermueller "94, placing
Wooster in the lead.
Earlham was unable to
retaliate, as Wooster defiantly
shut them down for the remain-
der of the game. The game ended
with a 2-- 1 Wooster victory, rais-
ing their overall record to 9-3- -1.
(
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Tlicker Pleased Bespite 34 - 6 Loss to AiegHiemiy
JOHN MORROW
Voice Football Correspondent
The Fighting Scots lost to the
defending national champion Al-
legheny Gators last weekend 34-- 6.
The loss gave the Scots a 1- -4 overall
record while extending Allegheny's
winning streak lo 19 games.
The Scots entered the game with
nahirig to tase. TheScots' head coach,
. BcoTucker.said that Ve went in wiih
the amnxle lo knock them off." Al-
though the Scots did not win, their
performance was impressive against
the nation's lop ranked team.
The Scots' offense had trouble scor-
ing, bat they did threaten the Gator's
defense throughout the game. For
instance, running back Brian
Grandiwn 92 bad a run of 28 yards
and one of36 yards. Quarterback Vic
Rowdiff e "92 also had a good day
throwing. He completed 16 of 22
passes for 148 yards. The Scots' of-
fense did not capitalize on gains like
these until early in the fourth quarter.
The Scots began their drive on the
26 yard line. The Scots moved down
the field relying heavily on the pass-
ing of Rowcliffe. Rowcliffe passed
for 73 yards on the drive. His main
receiver was tight end Trevor Gar-
ner 93. Gamer caught three of the
passes for 53 yards. The drive ended
on a di ving touchdown catch byJohn
Tomlinson 94. This was the Scots
only score of the game.
The defense did a good job against
Allegheny. Unfortunately, it takes an
exemplary job to defeat the Gator's
high powered offense. The Gator's
main threat was tailback Stanley
Drayton. Drayton had averaged 154.6
yards pergame and 6.1 yards per carry
coming into the game against the Scots.
The Scots held him to only 91 yards
CROSS COUNTRY
All - Ohio Championships End in Disappointment
BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer
The Wooster Scots contended with
runners from throughout the state
over a fast but wet loop on Ohio
Weskyan's golf course this past
weekend in the All-Oh- io Champi-
onships.
The men finished a somewhat dis-
appointing eighteenth, and the
women placed fifteenth overall. On
November 2nd the Scots will return
to the course for the conference meet
and 4J yards per carry.
Tucker said "we did better than
most people expected, or the final
score indicated. The end result was
deceiving because we did good
things against Allegheny ,who is a
good well balanced machine."
The Scots look forward to
tornorrow's game against the Oberiin
Yeomen. The Scots have beaten
Oberiin the last five times. Oberiin is
0-5a-
nd has lost 14 games inarow. The
Yeomen have scored only nine points
all season. Their first two points were
the result of a safety against Allegh-
eny. Their next seven points came last
week as the Yeomen scored a touch-
down against Ken yon.
The Scots have to overcome some
injuries, but if they play with the
balance and consistency that they
have been, then the Oberiin losing
streak should extend to 15 games.
Scot Notebook
Contrasting Opponets: Woostefs
opponet last week, Allegheny, en-
tered the game with a 5--0 record and
an 18-ga- me winning streak. This
week, Oberiin, is 0--5 and in the throes
of a 14-ga- me losing streak.
Catch of the day: Tight End Trevor
Gamer's (93) 10 catches at Allegh-
eny last week were the second most
evercaught in one gamebyaWooster
player. The record is 12 set by Price
Daw in 195a
Injury Report: OT Wayne Davis 94
injured a knee against Allegheny and
may be out for the season. C Mark
Berger95,who injured a knee against
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
and aaempt lo make a better showing.
The men had a mediocre perfor-
mance," stated head coach Dennis
Rice. "We need to become more
consistent as a group and to close the
gap between (runners) one and five."
He added that it was a "good to be
in that type of meet, with a mixture
of Division I through III schools."
Individually, Jason Keuey 93 led
the way over the 8000 meter course,
running amongst Division I com-
petitors to place 29th in 26:27.
r
Vic Rowcuffe "92 sets up toe
Wheeler Spaulding '94 followed
capturing 99th in 27:42. Forging
his way through the never ending
pack, Paul Kinney '95 sprinted in to
finish 133rd in 28:18. Seconds be-
hind, Adam Meyers '95 secured
140th in 28:25. Dave Stouffer '94
completed the scoring with a 156th
place finish. Steve McMillen 92
returned from injury to place 176th'
in 29:09 and was followed by Kevin
Cavanaugh 93.
On the women's side, Beth
r - ' ; - "
-.-
-
- j
'J : '
Screen Play. Rowcliffe went 16
!
Blakemore 92 led the team with a
50th place finish in 19:32 over the
5000 meter course.
Following Blakemore, in 98th
place, was Susan Louis 92 in 20:22.
After that came Catharine Scott 95,
117th place in 20:42, Nettie Link
92, 146th place in 21.--09, Jo Lynne
Denapli 95, 174th place in 21:53,
and Beth Yerdon 95. 182nd place in
22:09.
Both the men's and women's races
J
A
of 22 for 148 yards.
: Prom by Mtttf Ptpptr
fielded more than 200 runners
The open race held later in the
afternoon proved equally as large
and competitive. The remaining
Scots dueled it out in this race.
Next week the Wooster men and
women will try something new, a
dual meet against Oberiin on the
home course. On Tuesday evening
at 5 the men will take off from be-
hind Wagner. The women's race
begins at 5:30.
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WOMEN'S S
Lady Scots Win Two; Look Ahead to lOth-Ranke- d
North Carolina Wesleyan at Carl Dale Field
LISA MEURER
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scots are on a roll.
Last Saturday, the Lady Scots
completely annihilated Oberlin
with a 9-- 0 win.
The scoring bonanza began
with Barbie Thompson '93 and
Larisa Fricsons '95 taking the
team into halftime with a 2-- 0 lead.
In the second half, the Lady
Scots came out mentally and
physically psyched and effected
seven more goals against the
'Oberlin defense. -fForward Kerri Makar '94 con-
tributed to the win with two goals,
while Fricsons executed three
more consequential shots bring-
ing her game total to four goals.
Subsequently. Fricsons has hon-
orably set a new record for the
VOLLEYBALL
, number of goals scored in a
womens' game at the College of
Wooster.'
.'Megan Bruce '95 scored goal
number eight and Tammy Berger
93 with two minutes left to play,
finished the match with her first
goal of the year. '
The Lady Scots then traveled
to Denison on Wednesday where
they fought against the Big Red
in a "blood and guts" battle. --y.
-
- The team went into the match pre-
pared to play one of thertoughest
.games of the season, and proved
once again to be indomitable; "
Although the Lady Scots played
tentatively in the first half, under
the admirable leadership of co-capt- ain
Thompson,93, they were
nevertheless determined to frus-
trate the Denison. offense.'-- The
the same as the first two with Bauman
leading the Fighting Quakers on of-
fense, and finally to victory, 15-6- ".'
Coach Linda Bush admitted that,
although she felt pretty good about
the improvement she still felt frus-
trated because of the team's critical
attitudes. She admitted, "People got
down on themselves. .it seemed like
we had more coaches than players
today."
Case-Weste- rn Reserve was
Wooster's next opponent Case
brought with them a winless record
in the NCAC (0-3- ). Wooster started
the first game strongly on offense
and built a sizeable 6--1 lead. Case
then put together two scoringruns of
five and six points .around three
Wooster points to post the score at
12--9. A Degraw kill at 10-1- 4 didn't
sway the Spartans' momentum as
they went on to win 15--1 1 r
. The Lady Scots didn't find the
offensive continuity, needed to get
back in the match from then on, and,
therefore, lost the next two games 3-1- 5,
4--15 to concede the match.
The team then traveled, to
Granville, Ohio, on Wednesday to .
do battle with the NCAC-leadin- g
'Denison Big Red. Although the
Lady Scots played competitively
throughout most of the match they
couldn't capture avictory as Denison
won in three straight games.
After a crushing loss in the fust
score at half time 0-- 0. -
The sun began to sink further
and the shadows fell long and
quiet across the intense field.
The Lady Scot defense; Julie
Anderson '92, Clari Roberts '94
and Berger stood strong against
the Denison offense and created
a barricade that could not be bro-
ken down.
Meanwhile, tempers were flar-
ing in the mid-fiel- d. Lisa Meurer
'92 and Thompson continued to
play extremely aggressively,
frustrating and rolling over the
Denison halfbacks in the intense
-- and grueling fight.
Said'assistant coach Lawrence
Myers about Thompson, "Barbie
set anexam'ple for the entire team
through her Consistent and deter
mined play in the first half and
Streak Ends for Dady Scots
CHREhMACKY
Voice Sports Writer
The women's volleyball team put
its two match win streak on the line
Saturday when they hosted Earlham
and Case-Weste- rn Reserve for an
intraconference tri-mat- ch.
Their streak was halted as both
Farlham and Case defeated Wooster
in three games in their best-of-five-ga- me
matches. The Lady Scots
record now stands at 3-- 23 overall
and 0--4 in the NCAC.
Wooster's first match was against
Farlham College, whom they had
lost to earlier in the year 15--5. 15--0.
The score was knotted at 2-- 2 when
Earlham 's Jodie Bauman, on eof the
NCAC's leading hitters (3.5 kills
per game) stepped up to serve.
Bauman proceeded to serve for six
consecutive points to give her team 4
a comfortable 8-- 2 lead, at which
point Wooster called a timeout.
Behind two Michelle Degraw '93
offensive kills and a blocking ace,
the Lady Scots managed five more
pointslatein the game but finally fell "
15-- 8.
Degraw initiated the second
game's scoring with a kill to put
Wooster ahead 1-- 0. They built a
humble 3--0 lead but quickly lost .
their momentum. Earlham domi-
nated the rest of the way and, behind
a Bauman service ace, won 15-- 7.
The third game proceeded much
f game. 15-- 2, Wooster pulled them
selves together in the second game
and managed a quick 3-- 0 lead. The
Lady Scots played well up to this
point but couldn t keep their mo-
mentum. With the score tied 4--4, the
Big Red scored nine unanswered
points to give themselves a com-
manding 13-- 4 lead. They went on to
win the second game 15-- 7.
Bush felt the evening's events were
"typical" ofher team. She explained
"We play well at the beginning of
the match, but then we just stop
doing what we know to do."
The third game was much like the
second in that Wooster played admi-
rably early on but couldn't sustain
their competitiveness throughout the
entire game. The Lady Scots battled
to a 2-- 4 score but could only manage
a single point from then on and fi-ha- lly
fell 1 5-- 2, tbrelinquish the game
and the match.
Added Bush after the match, "They
(Denison) got a couple good plays in
a row (early in the games) and our
confidence just crumbled."
Defensively, Cathy Schellhammer
'92 turned in a fine performance from
the back row. Schellhammer, one of
the NCAC's leading diggers added
eleven more bringing her total to 175
in 60 games. .
,
Wooster will continue their confer-
enceplay on Saturday when they travel
to play Oberlin and Wittenberg.
therefore proved to be the essen-
tial motivating catalyst for the
team in the second half."
With this forcibly applied pres-
sure in the second half, Pam But-
ler '95 assisted Makar in front of
the eighteen, enabling Makar to.
clinch the game winning goal, by
exploding the ball into the net.
The remaining thirty minutes
of the match were played with
great intensity. The Lady Scots
were not going to be denied a win
'that' they had worked sd hard to
achieve."
Head coach' David Brown com-
mented, "Although we did not play
as aggressively as we heeded in the
beginning, we matched up well in
the second half and started getting to '
the ball first Ifwasi tough game but
it was;a greatone to rwin." . : '
ATHLETE OR THE WEEK
Said Liz Barney '92 about the
Lady Scot keeper. "The compe-
tition between the two number
one goalies in Ohio is over. Lisa
Hall is number one!"
Jenna Dearlove '95 described
the game as a struggle, "but we
fought hard, gave it our all and"
the best team won."1- - -
Correspondingly, Berger stated
'The entire team worked hard,
really hustled, applied conse-
quential pressure and deserved
to win."
The Lady Scots are ecstatic
about their past two victories and
are eagerly looking forward to
challenging North Carolina
Wesleyan this weekend. The
Lady Scots are now 11-2-- 1, first
in the NCAC, and sixteenth in
the nation.
Schellhammer: 175 Digs and Counting
WOMENS ATHLETIC.. '
ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Cathy' Schellhammer 92 is ho
stranger to the sports world. ; Orig-
inally from Aurora, Ohio,
Schellhammer played volleyball,
basketball, and softball all four years
of her high school career. In her
senior year, she served as captain in
each of these sports.
Here at Wooster, Schellhammer
is sort of in a class of her own. She
is the only player on the volleyball '
team returning for the fourth year
and starting for a third.
Captain of "the team.
Schellhammer is one of the top dig
gers in the conference, with a dig-
ging average of 89.6. Her posi-
tion, middle-bac- k, is one of the most
difficult to play in volleyball, com-
mented a teammate. : -
"Cathy's a really consistent, de
pendable player," she added.
- ScheDhammer claims hercompeti
tive spirit has kept her going, even if
the coaching has changed hands three
times over the past four years.
' On this season, she commented.
"Maybe our season isn't a winning
.
one, but we're having fun. We're
really close."
"I'd like to see the team grow.
she continued. "If our coach sticks
around, the team could have a chance
to really build up its strength."
Aside from hitting those volley
ball courts, Schellhammer concen
trates on her major, business eco-
nomics. She also works as a com-
puter consultant, and for the past
five summers, she has worked at Sea
World proofthat she knows more
than the sports world.
ATTENTION JUNIORS, SENIORS, AND FACULTY
INDEPENDENT STUDY often requires the use of materials
such as journals,; books, government documents and sound.
recordings not held by Andrews Library. In order to assist
students in locating and obtaining needed materials, the h--
bfary participates in the OCLC system, a nationwideiietwork
of libraries connected by a computer catlog. As m past years J
regular training sessions arc being "offered:
Mondays 3pm, Wednesdays 7pm, Saturdays 10am
A sign-u-p sheet is located at the Andrews circulatkm desk.Fo5mora
irrfcxmatkxi, can Julie Whi
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
Lady Scots
Sixteenth on Latest
National Poll
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
The College of Wooster women's
soccer team added another feather to
its cap this week by cracking the Top
20 in the Gatorade Division III Na
tional Poll for the first time this year.
The Lady Scots, who entered the
week with a sparkling 10-2- 1 overall
record and a perfect 3--0 mark in the
North Coast Athletic Conference,are
on the way to their best season in
history. They have won seven games
in a row, including six straight by
shutout. They also have an amazing
39--5 edge over the opposition in goals
scored.
Wooster's only losses this year
have come against nationally ranked
teams. The Lady Scots lost to
Mercyhurst (1-0- ), which is ranked
third in Division II, and Kalamazoo
(2-0- ). which is seventh in Division
III. Wooster's only other blemish, a
0--0 tie in the season opener, was
against St. Mary's, which is ranked
20th in Division III.
"Looking at our record and our
schedule. I feel that we deserved to be
ranked nationally "said Wooter head
coach David Brown. "You can jump
out of the rankings as quickly as you
jump in, though, so it is extremely
important that we work hard and re-
main focused this week against two
very good opponents."
Wooster defeated Denison 1-- 0 on
Wednesday in Granville, and will
host lOth-rank- ed North Carolina
Wesleyan Saturday at 1.-0-0.
GATORADE DIVISION HI
WOMEN'S SOCCER POLL
1. William Smith
2. Plymouth State
3. California at San Diego
4. Keane
5. Ithaca
6. Mary Washington
7. Kalamazoo
8. Cortland
Williams
10. SL Mary's
North Carolina Wesleyan
12. Salem State
13. Trenton State
14. Bingham ton
15. St. Benedict
16. WOOSTER
17. Methodist
18. Ski dmore
Rochester
20. St. Mary's
MEN'S SOCCER
There's No Place Like Home
ANDREW ROBERTSON
Voice Sports Writer
. The men's soccer team de-
fended its unbeaten streak at
home (5-0-- 2) this week in two
tough match-op- s against NCAC
rivals Allegheny and Denison.
Saturday the Scots came from
behind to tie a tenacious Gator
squad on Matt Moncriefs '94
first goal of the season, then
struggled past the Big Red on
Wednesday 1- -0 on a goal by Brad
Evans 92.
The Scots are now 5-5- -3 (2-2- -j
in the NCAC) on the season.
When two evenly matched teams
square off in soccer, it is unfortu-
nate that one may come out on
the short end of the score.
But when the College of
Wooster and Allegheny locked
horns on Saturday afternoon at
Carl Dale field, neither one did.
After 120 minutes of quality soc
cer, the Scots and Gators wound
up settling for a 1- -1 tie.
The action was fierce up and
down the field, and scoring
chances developed rapidly, but
fine defense and outstanding
goaltending on both sides pre-
vented any scoring.
"These were two evenly
matched teams." Wooster head
coach Bob Nye said after the
game. "Both had some great op-
portunities to score."
Allegheny controlled the tempo
of the game early on. pushing the
attack and creating dangerous
situations near the Wooster goal.
Fortunately. Scot goalkeeper
Drew Nelson '92 was up to the
task. He made a brilliant stop on
a close range bullet from Gator
forward Rick Ofsanko and later
turned away a rapid fire shot from
Allegheny midfielder Jaime
Martinez.
Wooster also had its share of
chances. Midfielder Paul
Pakenham-Wals- h 94 stole a
throw-i- n deep in Gator territory,
but his shot grazed the top of the
crossbar.
Then, forward Eric Bell's "92
header toward the corner of the
net was knocked away by an Al-
legheny defender. Despite the
chances, the first half remained a
scoreless tie.
Allegheny broke the ice seven
minutes into the second half when
Forward Ziv Arie converted on a
penalty kick to put the Gators
ahead 1-- 0.
. The Scots tried to respond when
midfielder MphatsoNamwali '93
dribbled in close and let fly with
a scorching shot, but Allegheny
goalkeeper Nate Fairfield was
there to make the save.
Minutes later, Fairfield made
another incredible diving save on
a shot from Walsh, but the pres-
sure finally paid off when
Moncrief collected a pass from
Bell and punched a shot past
Fairfield to even the score at 1-- 1.
"It wasn't the prettiest of
shots," said Moncrief. "But
that's okay, it tied the score."
The teams battled through two
periods of overtime but could not
score again as the game ended in
a 1- -1 tie.
"Overall, I thought our defense
played well." said Nye. "I thought
our fitness level was high. We really
pushed them hard."
Wednesday the Scots caught a
bad case of the hot and colds,
escaping with a narrow 1- -0 vic-
tory over NCAC rival Denison.
.
Wooster dominated the first half
of play taking the lead on a goal by
Evans, but struggled through the rest
of the game and almost letting the
Big Red steal it away.
"The first half was great,"
merited assistant coach Graham Ford.
"We played really well in the
first half," agreed Nye. He went
on to say. "But in the second half
we were terrible."
Scot forward Galen Avgerinos
'93 threatened early with a close
range shot but Big Red goalie
Steve Penton turned it away.
Avgerinos threatened again
later blasting a shot towards the
net. Penton was able to deflect
the ball wide but Evans knocked
in the rebound to put the Scots up
1-
-0 before halftime.
The second half was a com- -'
pletely new game. Lacking in-
tensity, a lethargic Scot offense
managed just two shots on goal.
Sensing a different opponent.
Denison pressed the attack and
nearly snuck in the tying goal.
Late in the game. Big Red for-
ward Brandon Schwiertert broke
free in front of the Wooster goal
! ;
n
Forward Alan Banda 95, goes up strong for the header
against Denison Photo by Mike Pepper
for an open header. Fortunately
his shot went right into the hands
of surprised Scot keeper Drew
Nelson.
Wooster hung on for the 1- -0
victory.
Nye was pleased with the win
but was frustrated with the team's
second half performance. "We
played around with the ball in the
back and nearly got burned be-
cause of it."
Ford summed it up. "You've got to
kill off a team like that or they'll come
back and take it away."
The Scots are now 5-5- -3 on the
season (2-2- -1 in the NCAC).
They will continue conference
action against Oberlin away on
Saturday.
